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Phraseologists are the national wealth of the language. They revive speech, make it colorful.
Sustainable turnovers are an expressive stylistic agent. Without them, it is difficult to imagine the
text rich in speech turnover. They cannot be understood literally and translate according to words.

In the artistic work - reception characteristics of the hero, creating a bright character, spectacular
paintings of reality on a par with metaphors and epitheats. General concept

Phraseology - ready-made steady speech turnover with a single, holistic value. Under stability is
understood as the relative constancy of the lexical (component) composition.

Phraseological value of the value of phraseologism

keep the stone for the sinus to hang anger against anyone

how to drink to give exactly undoubtedly

bring to white crown to the state of strong irritation, anger

go to a dead end in a hopeless position

Small Tshaka Man who has no power, influence

to carry out from the huts to disclose family secrets

Sky smoke to keep idle lifestyle

as a lot of dogs

take a bull for the horns decisively start

dig in dirty underwear to show interest in details of someone's personal life

Build air locks to invent unfulfamble plans

to take tracks to hide what can serve as evidence

dial in the mouth of water stubbornly silent
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unsolon bang to fool in their expectations

Without hind legs 1) be in exhaustion, extremely fatigue; 2) sleep without sleep

keep the tail with a gun trying to be vigorous, independent

   Examples
And the Lark just opened;
familiar all persons;
The language chats, and the head does not know;
Husband wife loves healthy, and brother sister rich;
Ahovah.

Phraseology - a peculiar language unit. Externally, according to the structure, it looks like phrases -
consists of two or more words components.

Different with the fact that words in it lose their own lexical significance.


